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SPORTPLANE BUILDER



Tony Bingelis



blended, and free of overspray. Should you decide to paint your wings propped up on sawhorses you could encounter an unexpected problem because you will be leaning way over the wing with the spray gun. The conventional spray gun has been known to drip paint and even water droplets when least expected. Should that happen, it could ruin your paint job and, for that matter, your whole day because it will most likely happen on the top surface of the wing. At any rate, whether you do your painting with each wing laid flat or suspended in some manner, you would still need someone to help you. Someone who is readily available at your beck and call. Someone who can spare the time to join you in moving the wing, positioning it and Photo 1 - These pivot stands are the backbone of the single handed wing painting then, later, in helping you turn it over technique. Actually, all you need are two stands and a mobile wing rack. As you can see, the stands have already been used to paint three RVs - a blue one, a red so you can paint the other side. Unfortunately, having to repeat and silver one, and a white one with white trim. the preparations each time you comAlthough the procedure was can safely turn a wing over and paint plete a panel surface may tax the patience of your most dedicated worked out, specifically, for painting the other side. Unfortunately, painting wings in helper. RV-6, RV-6A and RV-4 wings, the Naturally, having good help is technique will work for a variety of this manner doubles the time required to complete the job. Another nice, but getting it when you need it. other types of aircraft, too. The procedure entails the use of disadvantage in using this method is . . like right now, and as often as you two simple wing support stands and the difficulty often encountered in need it, is wishful thinking. That being the case, here is a a pivot plate or block bolted to each getting the leading edge and trailing edge areas uniformly coated, good contingency plan. It may even end of the wing. These wing stands permit you to rotate the wing to any angle you want for painting. To use this set up requires that the wing tips not be installed at this time. They will, therefore, have to be painted separately and reinstalled permanently after the wings have been painted. As you can imagine, wings are difficult to paint. They are large, very awkward and too heavy for most of us to handle without assistance.



Besides, unless you can figure some way to suspend a wing and find someone to help you hang it, you would only be able to paint one side of the wing at a time. Consequently, most builders are forced to do their painting with the wings laid flat on sawhorses or propped up against something. Naturally, this means they have to wait until the paint dries thoroughly (preferably overnight) before they 76 JULY 1992



Photo 2 - Here's the technique for handling your wings without help. Roll the mobile wing rack into your paint "booth." Lift the root end of one wing and slip one of the pivot stands onto the attached pipe as shown.



01 /o.. 31/2



., WING PIVOT HOLE ' 7/8" DI A.



PIVOT AXIS



POST 3 1/2" SQ. X40"



BASE 3/4" X 3 1/2" X 18"



NAIL OR SCREWS



-ro"



FIGURE 1. WING PIVOT STANDS (MAKE 2.)



4'



built by homebuilders to enable them to store their wings in the minimum of space. Little did I know at the time that, some four years later, this same castered wing stand would become an essential accessory for the single handed loading of a wing into a special wing pivoting stand. The pivot stands are used to support the wing rotisserie-style for painting. Of course, even if you have a mobile wing stand you don't have to use it if you have someone present who can help you move the wing and load it in the special pivot paint stands. If you don't already have a mobile wing stand, you should try to get one or build one if for no other reason than for the space saving convenience it offers for getting your wings out of the way while you are working on the rest of the airplane. But that is not all. It has other attributes. For example, storing your wings in the mobile stand with the leading edges down will make it easy for you to fit the flaps and ailerons without removing the wings from their slings. Note: Maybe it would be worth asking around to see if someone has one left over from a completed project. A lot of things like jigs, stands and molds are handed down from builder to builder. Being a lucky recipient of one of these will save valuable building time.



be better than having a full time reluctant helper. Certainly, it will be more convenient for you. Of course, a helping hand can make even this simple single handed wing painting technique somewhat quicker to set up. Anyway, here's how you can make the procedure work for you without a helping hand anywhere around. Rely instead on using your versatile mobile wing stand. It will always be ready when you need it. What? Your wings are built and you don't have one yet? How do you manage without one? If you have been an EAA member for several years, you might remember the article I wrote about it. If not, here is all you need to have to make one. About the Mobile Wing Stand The December 1987 issue of SPORT AVIATION (page 27) contains the article entitled "How To Make A Mobile Wing Stand." Hundreds of these castered wing stands were



Photo 3 - Go over to the tip end of the wing, raise it, and slip the attached pipe into the other wing pivot stand. The wing is now completely out of the mobile wing rack. Note the rope tied to the traling edge to keep the wing from pivoting prematurely to a leading edge up position . . . while you are preoccupied with loading the wing in the stands. SPORT AVIATION 77



1/2"x18" 3. One (1) root end adapter block, 3-1/2" sq. x 8" 4. One (1) tip end adapter plate, 3/4" x 3-1/2"x 9-1/2"



\\WING \ V-. \



\\X-. DRILL FOR BOLTS (4 PLACES)



BOLTS (4) 3/16" OR 1/4



TIP END ADAPTER 3/4"X51/2"X91/:



5. Two (2) steel pipes (threaded), 3/4" dia. x 10" 6. Two (2) threaded pipe flanges, 3/4" ID x 3-1/2 OD 7. Eight (8) bolts, 1/4" dia. x 1-1/2" 8. Eight (8) bolts, 1/4" dia. x 4-1/2" 9. Sixteen (16) 1/4" nuts 10. A handful of 2" nails Refer to Figures 1 and 2 for the assembly details. Nail or screw the base supports to the stand as shown in the drawing. Then drill a hole near the top of each stand to accommodate the 3/4" pipe diameter you will be using. If you select another diameter pipe be sure your drilled holes in the posts will fit that pipe diameter.



Loading the Stands



NOTE - PIPES AND FLANGES ARE STANDARD PLUMBING DEPT. ITEMS.



THREADED PIPE



3/4" X 10" ROOT END ADAPTER 31/2"SQX8"LONG



FIGURE 2. WING PIVOT ADAPTERS



If no help is available, push your mobile wing rack into the paint area and position one stand at the inboard (root) end of the main spar. Lift the inboard end of the spar (with the opposite end of the wing still resting in its sling) and tilt the stand slightly so the pipe axle bolted to the spar end will slip into the hole in the stand (Photo 2). The wing will try to rotate to a leading edge up position unless you restrain it by running a light rope through the lightening holes in the wing root and looping the other end around some nearby structure



The Wing Pivot Stands I guess that is as good a name for these paint stands as any I can think of. Figures 1 and 2 provide all the details you will need. The stands are simple to make as all are identical. If your painting area is limited you can get by with only two stands. The reasoning being that after you paint one wing, it would be unwise to paint the other if the two wings are positioned close to each other. The overspray would get all over the already painted wing. Covering the wing you painted first with a plastic cover would not be feasible until after the paint has dried. The cover might stick and ruin your paint job. Here are the materials needed to make two stands: 1. Two (2) posts, 3-1/2" sq. x 40"



long 2. Eight (8) support legs, 3/4" x 378 JULY 1992



Photo 4 - The mobile wing rack has been rolled out of the way. Remove the rope restraint and the wing can be rotated or tilted to whatever angle you want to set it for spraying.



sorts of mother nature's things shamelessly. A plastic roof over a primitive framework is my only defense against nature's indifference to my aspiration for a nice paint job. About the only thing I have going for me is the sprinkler system. I turn it on to settle the dust in the area before painting. This project is fairing better than my last one ... it is averaging only 1.5 bugs per control surface painted. Surely you can arrange for better conditions for your own paint job ... like providing an enclosed well ventilated paint booth or perhaps like having your airplane painted by a professional paint shop. *



Photo 5 - Here it is. The wing is now positioned, leading edge up, at an angle for



priming (or painting) the top surface. A short stick is wedged between the rear spar and the stand to hold the wing at the selected angle. Yes, it's a crude way, but it is simple and effective.



(Photos 3 and 4). Next, go to the other end of the wing, raise it, and slip that attached pipe support into the hole in the other stand (Photo 3). The wing is now completely supported by the pivot stands at each end. Now you can roll the mobile wing rack out of the paint area. It will not be needed until you are ready to load the newly painted wing back into its storage rack slings. Use your ingenuity to figure out a way to support the wing in the attitude you want for painting. I like to tilt the wing to a 30 degree angle or so with the leading edge up. To do this, I wedge in a short stick (about 2 feet long) with one end against the stand and the other in the rear spar recess (Photo 5). After painting one side of the



wing you can reposition it so that the surface you are going to paint is facing you and is raised to the attitude you want. It's a good idea to paint the bottom of the wing first. This will give you a chance to adjust the gun correctly and benefit from a little practice before you tackle that highly visible top surface. Allow the wing to dry overnight in the stands and you will be assured that your paint will not be damaged when you put the wing back in the mobile wing rack for storage until it has to go to the airport for final assembly. To remove the wing from the stands simply reverse the process used to load the wing initially. I have to paint my airplane in the driveway under trees that shed all



Sure, he's smiling. Not only did he figure out an easy way to paint his wings, he already has them installed on one beautiful airplane . . . the fastest RV-6 in the territory. He's Jim Stugart, Round Rock, TX. He designed, built and shared the sim-



ple pivot stands that this article is all about.



If you wish to contact the author of this column for additional information, please send a SASE to Tony Bingelis, 8509 Greenflint Ln., Austin, TX 78759.



BOOKS BY TONY The following books by Tony Bingelis are available from the EAA Aviation Foundation, EAA Aviation Center, Box 3086, Oshkosh, Wl 54903-3086, 1-800/843-3612, in Wl 1-800/236-4800, in Canada 414/4264800. Major credit cards accepted. -Sportplane Builders (Aircraft Construction Methods, 320 pages) $19.95 -Firewall Forward (Engine Installation Methods, 304 pages) $19.95. -Sportplane Construction Techniques (A Builder's Handbook, 350 pages) - $20.95. Add $2.40 postage and handling for each publication ordered . . . or order all three for $52.97 plus $6.95 postage and handling. Wisconsin residents add 5% sales tax. SPORT AVIATION 79
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Painting wings the e 

Unfortunately, having to repeat the preparations each time you com- plete a panel surface may tax the patience of your most dedicated helper. Naturally, having ...
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Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

4.3.3 PRO-Packing the Reserve Parachute .... Use this page to record which tools are used during the packing of your SMI, Inc. WINGS Harness/ ...... Page 110 ...
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Wings Owner Manual - Skydive Wings 

o Slider is without holes, burns, or other damage. o Reinforcement tape in place and ...... but not so tight that they will restrict mobility in a relaxed arch or turning ...
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Painting - Description 

Although surface preparation is the key to the proper application of any paint, a wide ... Bituminous coatings of either water-based emulsions or solvent cut-back ...
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Radiofrequency spectrum painting, and the frequency 

Apr 1, 2018 - 5 volk_32f_x2_multiply_32f(angle_sin, angle_sin, magnitude_line, pixels); ... As an example, using a sound card sampling at fs = 192 kHz, each line ... generated by the modulator requires the introduction of a large empty part ...
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wings of war & wings of glory 

Caproni Ca 3 - CEP 115 Aviaton Militaire. Friedrichshafen G.III Leutnant der .... 8 engine damage counters (blue). - 5 crewman hit counters (red). - 6 crew ...
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Aircraft Building: The Art of Painting 

usually an hour or two, and pull the tape off toward the new paint. When you're painting you will have problems, usu- ally a sag or run, and the cause is improper ...
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Integrated MAV Systems:Hovering: Rotary-Wings & Flapping-Wings 

Rotor system. Motor. Vanes for anti-torque. Yaw control surfaces. Servos. Rotor .... Electric. Motors. Battery. Two Cycloidal Rotors rotating in opposite directions ...
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Wings Reserve Loop Length - Skydive Wings 

TIP: The deeper and wider that you can get the. â€œnestâ€� the easier it will be to match the suggested loop lengths. Canopy Size. Loop Length. PDR 106. 3.00â€� +/- Â¼â€�.
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cutaway cable instructions wings - Skydive Wings 

Feed the shorter of the two yellow cables into the RIGHT cable housing. 2. Feed the longer yellow cable into the LEFT cable housing which is the RSL side. 3.
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Painting a metal hom 

dry and oil-free because it is pre-filtered by an easily ... After you plug it in, simply flip a toggle switch and ... builder who wanted me to check it out for him . . . how ...
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Aircraft Building: Painting Problems 

$1349. GARMIN. KMD-150 w/Internal GPS. MULTIâ€“FUNCTION DISPLAY. System Includes GPS Antenna,. Mounting Rack, Install Kit & Manuals. New Units, 2 yr.
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Painting Your Homebuilt - Size 

Some Thoughts About Color. Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it.
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painting sacred spawnings 

in the mouth of the Amaxon river is ... standing on the blackened shore and ... shoreline. The mage must have reached the relative safety of the beach, for as the.
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Aircraft Building: Painting 

The cost of a professional aircraft paint job varies from ... paint, what paint to use, the paint- ing process itself, and ... percent) ends up as over spray, which drifts ...
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gerhard richter painting 

to work and his personal history. Using footage ..... illustrated magazines for suitable subject matter for his paintings. .... skype: intlpress / +1-337-214-4815 (USA).
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Matte Painting - Pierre Migeot 

Substance Designer/Painter. Operating Systems: Windows, Linux. Basic Knowledge: Shotgun, Python, JavaScript. French: mother tongue. English: read, spoken ...
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Painting Your Homebuilt 

ness" is the intensity. The hue describes the name of the color such as yellow, red, blue, etc. The value describes the lightness of a color. The lighter the hue, the.
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Metal Surface Preparation For Painting 

construction with a felt pen must be removed with plenty of thinner or ... ALODINE - If you really want a first class job, use ... Zinc chromate is applied over alodine.
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Metal Surface Preparation For Painting 

shoulder harness and quick-release hardware and para- chutes. Don't forget your EAA number! (Photo Courtesy Herbert Spilker). Another Davis DA-2A is flying.
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Pg 1 of Supplement Older Wings - Skydive Wings 

Oct 29, 2013 - of the M.A.R.D. â€œReserve Boostâ€� RSL. Before proceeding check to be sure that the. Top Closing Flap and the Ripcord is under the tape of the ...
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job posting - Dental Wings 

28 juin 2017 - AFFICHAGE DE POSTE. Date d'affichage. 28 juin, 2017. Departement. ExÃ©cutif ... entreprise technique. â€¢ Bilingue autant Ã  l'oral qu'Ã  l'Ã©crit, ...
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Wings Sizing Chart 

Dimensions. (L x W x H). Reserve Canopy. F-111 w/ Microline. Main Canopy. ZP w/. Microline. W-1. 14 x 10 x 5. PD 106R, Raven-M 109,. Techno 96 up to 100.Missing:
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27104-Chicken - wings - Smokey 

Vitamin C / Vitamine C. Calcuim / Calcuim. Iron / Fer. Nutrition Facts. Valeur nutritive. Per 2PC 78g pour 78g. % Daily Value. % valeur quotidienne. 17%. 16%.
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